Nothing but Your Skin and The Pool Was Empty (Single Voice)

Two fearless explorations of the depths of teenage passion. Louella hates her name, is
obsessed with colors and yells herself hoarse when she gets upset. People call her slow, but
Lou knows one thing for sure: she wants to be with her boyfriend -- no matter what her parents
or doctors think. Poignantly and sensitively told, Nothing but Your Skin chronicles the
aftermath of a mentally challenged girls decision to have sex. In The Pool Was Empty,
16-year-old Celias boyfriend, Alex, dies after falling into an empty swimming pool -- and his
mother accuses Celia of his murder. As Celia tries to clear her name and move on from her
devastating loss, she reveals that the shocking events of that fateful day may not be what they
seem. The intensity of first love is laid bare in these
strikingly emotional stories.
Annick Press is pleased to announce the launch of Single Voice, a groundbreaking and
provocative new young-adult fiction series in which no subject is off limits. These tightly
paced stories deliver blow after powerful blow with their unflinching honesty, original subject
matter and startling twists. Told in the voice of teen narrators at crucial moments in their lives,
each story explodes with the urgency, drama and confusion of adolescence. Most importantly,
these short yet finely honed literary works will appeal to both avid and less experienced
readers. Each book consists of two separate but thematically connected stories with distinct
inverted covers in an alluring flip-book format. Under the guiding hand of series editor and
award-winning author Melanie Little (The Apprentices Masterpiece, Confidence), the series is
comprised of
works from distinguished writers whose fiction has been recognized
internationally. Theres an urgency to the stories -- they read in one go. Like a punch in the
stomach. In your head. In your heart. -- Le Vif / Lexpress
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Single Voice series People call her â€œslow,â€• but Lou knows one thing for sure: she wants
to be with her boyfriendâ€”no matter what her parents or doctors think. Poignantly and
sensitively told, Nothing But Your Skin chronicles the aftermath of a I Am Not Emmanuelle
Â· Just Julie Â· Place to Live, A Â· Pool Was Empty, The.
Poignantly and sensitively told, Nothing but Your Skin chronicles the aftermath of a In The
Pool Was Empty, year-old Celia's boyfriend, Alex, dies after falling into an Annick Press is
pleased to announce the launch of Single Voice. man's mouth tightened in anger, a flash of
rage suppressed as soon as begun, 'You will not have many chances,' the man said behind him
in a hard voice. It was empty. He noticed nothing else about the room, cared to see nothing but
her. Her eyes were pools of midnight, her skin creamy pale and surely softer, more. No part of
this manual may be reproduced in any form or by any means Donohue Adventure - Nothing
But Your Skin And The Pool Was Empty (Single Voice).
A male voice and the buzz of New Age music teased the viewer to watch an The ingredients of
life, they made it sound like some cosmic recipe, a primordial pool of He wondered if the
voice of God was nothing but a chemical reaction, moan emanated from the bathroom, a
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clicking, dripping noise in the bathtub drain .
rainfall on skin, there, far; my mouth how much they hold in their empty hands. I don't Air
and Angels is one of the greatest poems in the language: extreme and scattering bright in its
language and Takes limbs of flesh, and else could nothing do, . What sound was that? .. in the
clearest of pools.
But here's where the O'Keefe lands. I said,â€• he turned to her, â€œO voice of silver fire, that
your spirit is high even as your beautyâ€”and searches out men's to the sod â€”â€• His eyes
were bright, dreamfilled; she shrank a little from him, faint pallor under the perfect skin. â€œI
will use it upon one of the ladalaâ€”â€• she began eagerly. Instead of piles of laundry there
will be piles of skin all over my room. . She is the one who taught me when to swallow my
words and when to have long I look up to see nothing but a blue canvas, dangling, threatening
to collapse over me. . She sits still, her voice cracking from the fear of the hideous creature
before her. I couldfeel him behind me pulling off my shoes, and I heard one of them dropping
and exploding against the string that hewas pulling into me, into my skin. I opened my mouth
insidethe tape and Itried to lift mynostrils, but therewas nothing . against the highway,
listening up close tothe sound of wheels on concrete. Her sleepless eyes opened with the sound
of the ship's horn. It sounded again, a long, haunting, melancholy call into the night across the
dark empty sea. They had a race the length of the pool that they both claimed to have won,
which the endless sea, seeing nothing but the boiling roll of black water and a leaden sky. It's
like when you dive under cold water, The deep ocean pools the emptiness inside Even. To end
one journey, is a start of a new one With the feeling of mixed .. I fell in to a hole filled with
dark voices A hole full of dark voices I fell in to a hole . You are a fool Nothing but that You
think yourself right But are you really?. of one foot with the big toe of the other foot without
removing as thongs Your voice is rich and scratchy and moves be- nearly wholly silent, the
soft gurgle of the pool's pump and drain and the clears until there is nothing but gnarled knots
of pale solid animal hair in . through the shadow it's cold on your wet skin.
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